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TakoriTM

A very comfortable chair series suitable for all office applications. 

6680-0 High Back Synchro-Tilter shown in Imprint, Celery (IM78) 6680-3 High Back Multi-Tilter shown in Imprint, Celery (IM78) 

Takori also features an available weight-activated synchro-tilter

that automatically adjusts the recline tension of the chair in response 

to the user’s individual weight. Any size individual can sit on the

chair and it instantly adjusts so that the chair will tilt easily when 

the user leans back. Takori provides perfect resistance to support 

the back and lumbar area while using a worksurface. 

Takori introduces a new concept in seating controls. The product

innovation modifies the traditional synchro-tilting mechanism so that

the user can independently and infinitely adjust the chair’s back angle

to suit their individual body shape and working preferences. Some

people like to sit very upright, some prefer a more open posture or

even a lounging position. The Takori Synchro and Multi-tilters allow

each user to select the back angle that suites them best. Simply lift

up on the handle at the rear side of the seat and set the back angle

where you want it.   

Cover: 6680-3 High Back Multi-Tilter shown in Imprint, Celery (IM78) and 6680-0 High Back Synchro-Tilter shown in Imprint, Graphite (IM82).



TakoriTM

6680-4 High Back Tilter shown in Imprint, Graphite (IM82) 6680-8  High Back Weight Sensing Synchro-Tilter shown in Imprint, 
Graphite (IM82) 

Both of these sophisticated synchronized tilters allow the seat 

and back to open up as the chair is tilted to the rear. This opening 

up movement is good for the lower spine. With the chair back

synchronized to recline twice as fast as the seat tilts, this allows 

feet to say flat on the floor, reducing pressure behind the knees 

and encouraging good blood flow to the lower extremities. 

For less intensive tasking application or where more cost-effective

solutions are required, a standard tilter mechanism is also available. 

The outside back of Takori is extremely strong and durable as it 

is made from fiberglass reinforced Nylon. This makes this chair

particularly appropriate for challenging environments which may

damage an upholstered outside back.

Takori is standard with black fabric/black trim on the border of the

seat, piping and trim on the back. Very practical seating while not

limiting the designer fabric selection that is available on the inside 

of the seat and back. The upholstery style on the back will wrinkle

naturally as Takori is used.

Takori introduces a new weight-activated synchro-tilter.
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TakoriTM

A. Lumbar Height Adjustment Takori’s back features a sliding height adjustable lumbar support. B. Side activated tilt-tension Simply turn a knob located on right side of seat 
to adjust the tilt-tension until it’s right for your body weight. C. Width Adjustable Arms Both arm body and armcap slide in an out to increase or close the space between the arms. 
D. Articulating Armcap Rotates to aim toward keyboard. E. Height Adjustable Arms Push button in side of arm to raise or lower arm to comfortable height. F. Sliding
Armcap (forwards and rearwards) Provides effective keyboarding support for both petite and larger users. G. Sliding Seat Depth Activate lever on left side of seat to
shift seat to shorter or deeper position matching your individual leg length. H. Available Bases The standard base is black fiberglass reinforced Nylon. An optional polished
aluminum base is also available.

6680-3 High Back Multi-Tilter shown in Imprint, Celery (IM78)  
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6680-3 

High Back Multi-Tilter with independent infinite back angle adjustment.
Durable nylon outside back. Height adjustable lumbar support. Soft descent
pneumatic seat height adjustment.

6680LM-3  As above except upholstered in Leather or Leather/Mock Leather.

6680-0

High Back Synchro-Tilter with independent infinite back angle adjustment.
Durable nylon outside back. Height adjustable lumbar support. Soft descent
pneumatic seat height adjustment.

6680LM-0  As above except upholstered in Leather or Leather/Mock Leather.
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DESCRIPTION

6680-4 

High Back Tilter with durable nylon outside back. Height adjustable lumbar
support. Soft descent pneumatic seat height adjustment.

6680LM-3  As above except upholstered in Leather or Leather/Mock Leather.

6680-8

High Back Weight Sensing Synchro-Tilter that automatically adjusts the
reclining tilt-tension for each user’s individual weight. Durable nylon outside
back. Height adjustable lumbar support.

6680LM-8  As above except upholstered in Leather or Leather/Mock Leather.




